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Chapter 691: I'm Coming Right In! 

“Family Head, that Ye Yuan has been pressing on with an overwhelming momentum the entire way. He 

is already closing in on Wu Fang City!” 

At the City Lord Manor of Wu Fang City, Shangguan Wenrui was sitting composedly. A Shangguan 

Family’s Divine Traversing Realm powerhouse was currently reporting the movements of Ye Yuan’s great 

army at this time. 

Shangguan Wenrui smiled and said, “Just a puny little Ye Yuan. No matter how strong he is, can he still 

match our ten great half-step Boundless powerhouses?” 

That subordinate was rather perplexed. Family Head was clearly still burning with anxiety yesterday. 

Why did he have an indifferent appearance today? 

The news of the million strong great army being defeated was transmitted over. The entire Wu Fang City 

was on tenterhooks. 

As the main commander invading the Endless World, Shangguan Wenrui was like an ant on a hot pan a 

few days back, pacing around anxiously. 

In Ye Yuan’s great army had two powerhouses with unfathomable strength. Just using one attack, they 

obliterated all the Divine Traversing Realm powerhouses. 

This was the news brought back by the great army which came back in defeat. 

In comparison, the news of Ye Yuan killing Xue Hongfei alone did not appear that astounding. 

Very clearly, what Shangguan Wenrui dreaded were those two mighty powerhouses! 

But what kind of situation was this today? 

“Family Head, according to what the troops who came back in defeat said, those two powerhouses’ 

strength were overwhelming. Annihilating Divine Traversing Realm powerhouses doesn’t need the 

slightest effort at all. Could it be that . . . Family Head isn’t worried at all?” The subordinate could not 

help asking curiously. 

Shangguan Wenrui stroked his beard and said with a smile, “Powerhouse? What powerhouse? Hahaha . 

. .” 

“. . . . . .” 

The subordinate was speechless. He really could not figure out where Family Head’s confidence came 

from. 

“Alright, you set your mind at ease! Wait until Ye Yuan comes, I’ll definitely make him never return!” 

Shangguan Wenrui said with a loud chortle. 

. . . . . . 
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Several days later, Ye Yuan pressed on all the way like splitting a bamboo, routing the Fierce Gale World 

great army along the way utterly. Finally, the army approached Wu Fang City. 

Currently, this grand and magnificent large city was still the same city, but no longer held by the same 

people. 

Ye Yuan initially thought that along the way, there would be experts from the Three Sects coming over 

to join him. 

However, such a long time passed, but Ye Yuan did not encounter a single person. This made a trace of 

foreboding premonition arise in his heart. 

His commotion along the way was massive. Logically speaking, there had to be some powerhouses who 

heard the news and came over. 

Then there were only two types of possibilities. One was that they went to hide in an extremely remote 

place and were unable to obtain the Endless World’s news. The other type was . . . These people were 

already completely wiped out, maybe even . . . 

The last type of outcome, Ye Yuan did not even dare to go and think. 

If it really happened, then even if he skinned Zhao Tianyin alive, it made no difference too. 

The top of Wu Fang City’s walls, an elderly person was facing Ye Yuan across a distance. It was precisely 

Shangguan Wenrui. 

“Ye Yuan, I really didn’t expect that in just a short two to three year’s time, you actually have the 

qualifications to be on equal footing with me already! Even though I don’t know why His Majesty, the 

Wind Emperor, wanted to let you go back then, without a doubt, that was the greatest mistake that he 

made!” Shangguan Wenrui said. 

“Oh? Looks like my battle with Zhao Chenggan back then, you were watching the fight by the side too?” 

Ye Yuan figured out the links in-between very quickly. 

Shangguan Wenrui did not have the intention of hiding either. He nodded his head and said, “That’s 

right! With your talent, if we can’t become friends, you must be erased! I thought that with His Majesty, 

the Wind Emperor, moving out personally, you were dead for sure. Who knew that later on, news 

actually spread out that you escaped alive, making me quite astonished!” 

Ye Yuan said with a cold smile, “Not that Zhao Tianyin didn’t want to, but he couldn’t accomplish it! 

However . . . wait until I take care of you all. I’ll naturally go and find him to settle this score!” 

Shangguan Wenrui laughed and said, “Huhu, at this sort of time, do you still want to assume the majesty 

of the tiger? Your natural endowments are pretty good, but your cultivation realm is still a little low in 

the end. Do you think that you can contend with the entire Fierce Gale World by yourself?” 

Ye Yuan was stupefied and said rather bewilderedly, “Assuming the majesty of the tiger?” 

Shangguan Wenrui only took it as Ye Yuan playing the fool and said with a smile, “Those two mighty 

experts by your side are already not around. Just the likes of you, a peak Ninth Level Soul Sea, want to 

overturn the raging tides? Heroes are not that easy to be!” 



Ye Yuan’s expression changed when he heard that and said, “So, in between this still had Zhao Tianyin 

playing tricks! And I was wondering . . . Looks like this feud is growing deeper!” 

These few days, Ye Yuan found it odd all along how Zhou Yan found Yue Mengli. 

Didn’t think that there was actually still Zhao Tianyin’s work in-between this! 

Looks like he was fearful of Yue Mengli, so he thought of a way to inform the Divine Realm first. 

Yue Mengli’s Moonlight Heavenly Eye was too conspicuous and very easy to identify. 

Even if Zhao Tianyin did not recognize the Moonlight Heavenly Eye, the Divine Realm people behind him 

definitely knew. 

Therefore, there was that spectacle several days back! 

This Zhao Tianyin was truly abominable to the extreme! 

Shangguan Wenrui smiled and said, “Truly, the young ones are unbridled! Just based on your current 

strength, could it be that you wish to contend with a Boundless Realm powerhouse?” 

Ye Yuan already recovered his cool at this time and said nonchalantly, “That isn’t what you should worry 

about. You better think about how to cross this hurdle today!” 

Shangguan Wenrui burst into laughter and said, “Without those two super powerhouses, I really don’t 

know where your self-confidence comes from, to dare be so cocky in front of me! You take a look at 

who they are!” 

Shangguan Wenrui showed a hand gesture. A group of people was brought up to the top of the city 

walls. 

When Ye Yuan saw that group of people, his expression involuntarily darkened! 

Ren Xingchun, Qin Hongtao, Ning Yixian, Jing Xuan . . . One familiar face after another made Ye Yuan’s 

face unable to resist convulsing. 

When his gaze landed on the last person, he could not help being stunned. 

Qi Hai! 

Qi Hai was a half-step Boundless Realm powerhouse. He actually fell into the enemy’s hands in Wu Fang 

City too? 

Was the Fierce Gale World’s strength this formidable? 

But Ye Yuan knew that Shangguan Wenrui was a genuine half-step Boundless Realm! 

Ye Yuan looked at those formerly high and mighty Endless World powerhouses on the top of city walls. 

They actually all ended up as the Fierce Gale World’s captives! 

Each and every one of them had their dantians sealed currently and were trussed up tightly. Don’t talk 

about how embarrassing that appearance was. 



Shangguan Lingyun pointed at those people behind and said coolly, “Shangguan Yunrong and Shangguan 

Lingyun both died at your hands. Because of you, my Shangguan Family’s strength had heavy losses. The 

heaven has eyes, to send you in front of me!” 

Shangguan Wenrui was clearly that sort of people with extremely scheming minds. Even though he 

hated Ye Yuan tremendously already, he was calm and collected when speaking. One could not perceive 

the rage in his heart at all. 

Only now did Ye Yuan know that turns out this old man in front of him was the Shangguan Family’s 

Family Head. 

Shangguan Wenrui said with a smile, “Ye Yuan, do you see this Wu Fang City’s grand array? Why don’t 

we play a game, how about that?” 

Ye Yuan did not speak, quietly waiting for what followed, wanting to take a look at what this fellow was 

trying to accomplish. 

Seeing that Ye Yuan did not reply, Shangguan Wenrui continued, “This Wu Fang City’s grand array was 

left by the Grand Yan True Sect who sealed the realm passageway back then. Its might is incomparably 

powerful! Starting from now, I’ll kill a person every ten breaths of time, all the way until you breach the 

grand array. How is it?” 

Ye Yuan was stunned. Was this guy a moron . . . 

“You don’t need to count. I’m coming right in!” Ye Yuan’s indifferent voice sounded out. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 692: Pummeling All the Same 

Ye Yuan’s figure suddenly vanished on the spot. When it appeared again, it actually arrived in front of 

Ren Xingchun they all already! 

The city protecting grand array which Shangguan Wenrui pinned high hopes on actually did not have the 

slightest effect! 

The falling petals which covered the skies drifted about. Those Divine Traversing Realm powerhouses 

guarding the prisoners were directly obliterated by Ye Yuan like this! 

Then, Ye Yuan’s mind stirred, putting these people away into the Vast Heaven Pagoda. 

All of this was done in the time it took for sparks to fly off a piece of flint. Shangguan Wenrui was still in 

shock and actually did not react in time. 

One had to know that in order to crack this Wu Fang City’s grand array, they had prepared for a very 

long time. Furthermore, they did not leak any information at all beforehand, dispatching ten great half-

step Boundless Realm powerhouses for a surprise raid, before breaching the grand array. 

After the matter, they mobilized over ten Tier 5 array masters before restoring this grand array. 

Even though it did not reach the power when it was at its peak, it at least had 80% power too! 

But this grand array actually could not even accomplish stopping Ye Yuan for a moment? 
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This . . . Surely this is all a dream, right? 

“People have to pay the price for their own stupidity! The thing that you rely on is utterly worthless 

before me!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“This . . . How is this possible?” Shangguan Wenrui was still unbelievably shocked right now. 

Ye Yuan said, “You know that this grand array was left behind by the Grand Yan True Sect, but you don’t 

know that the Grand Yan True Sect’s legacy is in my hands! How can a mere city protecting grand array 

stop me?” 

“What? You . . . You acquired the Grand Yan True Sect’s inheritance!” Shangguan Wenrui exclaimed in 

shock. 

The Shangguan Wenrui at this moment was like a clown. 

He wanted to let Ye Yuan see his kin and friends die one by one in front of him, that sort of pain. But 

then he discovered that he was actually lifting a rock to smash his own feet. 

This sect protecting grand array was even worse than paper! 

How could Shangguan Wenrui have thought that all of the Grand Yan True Sect’s grand arrays were born 

from the Array Formations Three Volumes? 

Although this city protecting grand array was a Quasi-Tier 6 grand array, it was still only a part of the 

Array Formations Three Volumes. 

How could such a thing stop Ye Yuan’s footsteps? 

Shangguan Wenrui had the bearing of a fierce and ambitious person too. After the shock, he calmed 

down very quickly and said with a cold snort, “Humph! So what even if you acquired the Grand Yan True 

Sect’s inheritance? Today, this Wu Fang City will be your burial ground! All come out for me!” 

Nine figures suddenly flew out from inside the city, bringing an outrageous aura. 

These nine figures were actually all half-step Boundless Realm! 

Half-step Boundless was absolutely an existence which showed disdain on all life in the Endless World. 

This point, just think about how powerful Qi Hai was back then and one would know. 

But now, ten of such half-step Boundless powerhouses actually came out all at once. Such a line-up was 

seriously too extravagant. 

Only at this time did Ye Yuan know why even Qi Hai could not escape. 

Previously, he heard that it was ten great peak Ninth Level Divine Traversing powerhouses who suddenly 

raided Wu Fang City. Ye Yuan was still rather uncertain. 

Looking at it now, it was simply an error in the rumors! 

Wu Fang City’s fall was too sudden. The titans in the city were rounded up in one fell sweep. No 

accurate news was spread out at all. 



The intel spread out were all derived through countless times of development. 

In the eyes of the Endless World martial artists, ten peak Divine Traversing Realm powerhouses were 

already absolutely powerful existences under this heaven. 

How could they imagine that the Fierce Gale World actually had ten half-step Boundless Realm 

powerhouses? 

Such a line-up, those martial artists passing on the message did not even dare to think about it. 

Ten half-step Boundless Realms joining hands to crack the array, how was there the logic of this Wu 

Fang City’s city protecting grand array not cracking? 

Wu Fang City’s history was even longer than the Grand Yan True Sect’s. In the era where the Grand Yan 

True Sect dominated the Endless World, Wu Fang City spent a huge sum to invite the Grand Yan True 

Sect to lay down the city protecting grand array anew. 

However, even though this city protecting grand array was powerful, it could not possibly stop ten half-

step Boundless Realm powerhouses too. 

Even in the Grand Yan True Sect’s era, the Endless World could not bring out such a horrifying line-up 

either. 

“Ye Yuan, looks like I still really underestimated you! However, it ends here too!” Shangguan Wenrui 

said. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “I already said, you have to pay the price for your stupidity! Do you 

think that I’m able to stand here merely by relying on the strength of those two friends? Today, I’ll let 

you know how much more you’ve bitten off than you can chew!” 

“Hahaha . . . I want to see just how you let me know that I’ve bitten off more than I can chew! Do you 

think that you can beat our ten half-step Boundless Realms with your strength alone?” 

Ten half-step Boundless Realms. Even this was an absolutely powerful force when placed in the Fierce 

Gale World, let alone to talk about dealing with a peak Ninth Level Soul Sea brat. 

Ye Yuan’s heroic words, in his view, was synonymous with not knowing the immensity of heaven and 

earth. 

“Heh heh, a couple of half-step Boundless Realms that relied on sanguine power to train. What 

difference is there from paper tigers?” 

Ye Yuan said with a faint smile. His figure vanished on the spot once more, speeding towards one of the 

half-step Boundless Realm with extreme speed! 

While revolving his skill, Ye Yuan suddenly released his aura fully. Origin Spirit Nine Transformations 

instantly erupted, breaking through to half-step Divine Traversing Realm! 

“Flame Movement True Dragon Carnage!” 

Ye Yuan roared; his fist already arrived! 



Ye Yuan’s momentum was immensely great. But half-step Boundless Realms were half-step Boundless 

Realms. Their reactions naturally could not be compared to ordinary people either. 

That half-step Boundless Realm likewise hurled a fist out. The two attacks underwent a frontal collision 

directly in the air! 

Boom! 

Ye Yuan’s figure abruptly stopped like a fixed spring, while that half-step Boundless Realm powerhouses 

was actually smacked down by Ye Yuan from the air directly, smashing heavily onto the ground. 

The might of one fist was overwhelming to the max! 

Seeing this punch of Ye Yuan, Shangguan Wenrui’s expression could not help changing. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan’s strength was actually daunting to this sort of extent! 

Just Ninth Level Soul Sea and he could actually occupy the absolute initiative in a showdown with a half-

step Boundless Realm powerhouse already! 

Only at this time did Shangguan Wenrui realize that this young man before his eyes truly had the 

strength to threaten his life! 

If he faced off with him directly just now, what the outcome would be like was really hard to tell! 

Ye Yuan looked at Shangguan Wenrui and said coolly, “These few fellows all forcefully promoted their 

strength. Only essence energy reached the realm of half-step Boundless. Concepts comprehension 

doesn’t reach the standard at all. Doing this not only diminishes longevity, but their cultivation in this 

lifetime will also end here. If I can’t even beat this sort of trash, how could I dare to enter the grand 

array alone?” 

Shangguan Wenrui’s expression flickered erratically. 

He really did not think that Ye Yuan’s strength was actually even stronger than half-step Boundless! 

In his view, Ye Yuan was at most able to deal with Ninth Level Divine Traversing martial artists. Half-step 

Boundless and Ninth Level Divine Traversing were two entirely different concepts. 

Ye Yuan’s glorious military exploits previously were all borrowing Ye Qing and Yue Mengli, the two 

people’s strength and completely not his own true power. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s strength with his own eyes now, how could he not be alarmed? 

“Is that so? Even if they forcefully increased their strength, they are also authentic half-step Boundless 

Realm powerhouses! Even if one can’t beat you, then how about . . . the ten of us?” Shangguan Wenrui 

said with a cold smile. 

Ye Yuan flashed a bright grin and said, “Beat you all up the same!” 
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“A creature who doesn’t know life from death! I’ll let you see what’s called a genuine half-step 

Boundless Realm!” 

Shangguan Wenrui gave a cold laugh. His aura was fully released abruptly. 

Different from those nine people, Shangguan Wenrui was a genuine half-step Boundless Realm expert 

whose strength was on par with Qi Hai’s. 

Back then when Qi Hai sneaked into the Shangguan Wenrui, he was wary of Shangguan Wenrui’s 

existence. 

Boundless Realm powerhouses controlled a small area of heaven and earth! 

Even though a half-step Boundless Realm could not achieve control, in this small area of heaven and 

earth, they were a demi-god like existence too. 

With a wave of a hand, the essence energy quantity that Shangguan Wenrui mustered was entirely not 

what ordinary Divine Traversing Realm martial artists could compare to! 

“The nine of you, attack together with me and crush this brat directly!” Shangguan Wenrui said in a 

solemn voice. 

Right at this present moment, how could he still dare to look down on Ye Yuan? 

Ye Yuan already used his own actions to prove his might. 

“Yes, Lord Shangguan!” 

Even though those nine people were half-step Boundless Realm experts, they seemed to obey 

Shangguan Wenrui’s every word. 

Under Shangguan Wenrui’s command, the nine people surrounded Ye Yuan from different directions, 

blocking all of Ye Yuan’s escape routes. 

Of course, Ye Yuan did not move. 

With his speed, wanting to escape these nine people’s containment was still very easy to accomplish. 

Although these nine people were all half-step Boundless Realm, in terms of speed, they simply could not 

reach Ye Yuan’s speed. Rather, even Shangguan Wenrui could barely contend with Ye Yuan a little in 

speed. 

Of course, that was also because he was an authentic half-step Boundless Realm powerhouses. In terms 

of cultivation realm, he was a major realm higher than Ye Yuan! 

“Huhu, these sort of trash, what difference is there between one and nine?” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

It was only to see his figure move, attacking like lightning! 

Ye Yuan’s movements were incomparably strange. In a blink of an eye, he unleashed over ten punches! 

Nine great half-step Boundless Realms were actually being held down and beaten by Ye Yuan alone! 



Ye Yuan’s Flame Movement True Dragon Carnage was incomparably savage. Each blow had 

overwhelming momentum and immense power. 

If not for those nine great half-step Boundless Realm powerhouses relying on their essence energy being 

thick, they would have long been beaten into minced meat by Ye Yuan! 

Seeing this sort of situation, how could Shangguan Wenrui still put up with it? 

“Sovereign Extreme Sword Art!” 

The moment the sword came out, a fierce and sharp sword qi headed straight for Ye Yuan’s back. 

Ye Yuan was currently in the midst of a fierce battle with nine great half-step Boundless Realms but had 

some vigilance towards Shangguan Wenrui constantly. 

Seeing him sneak attack, he silently cursed shameless in his heart, but drew the Xuanying Sword 

abruptly, turning around and stabbing over with a sword! 

“Myriad Rain Sword Blades!” 

Ye Yuan already had not used this move for a long time. But it did not mean that this move’s power was 

not strong! 

On the contrary, along with the increase in his strength, the power of this Myriad Rain Sword Blades got 

increasingly more powerful! 

Boom! 

It was an intense collision. The two attacks were actually evenly-matched! 

“Heh, is this the pride of half-step Boundless? Hiding at the back and resorting to underhanded means?” 

Ye Yuan mocked. 

Shangguan Wenrui’s face was already long cultivated to be thicker than a city wall. Hearing those words, 

he only said nonchalantly, “The victor becomes king and the loser a bandit. As long as I kill you, what 

does it matter what method was used?” 

Ye Yuan sneered and said, “Truly, villains work in cahoots with each other! You people and Zhao Tianyin 

are simply a perfect match! I heard that your Shangguan Family was the previous generation’s Wind 

Emperor. Now, being a lackey is also done with no qualms of conscience either!” 

Shangguan Wenrui’s expression fell. Ye Yuan’s words clearly struck him where it hurt. 

The Shangguan Family was a family that was abandoned. He was totally unable to resist Zhao Tianyin’s 

domineeringness. 

If the Shangguan Family really had any intentions of not submitting, Zhao Tianyin would absolutely 

exterminate the Shangguan Family’s entire clan with merciless means! 

Therefore, what Shangguan Wenrui could do was to nurture the next generation to the best of his 

abilities and make him win in the competition for the Wind Emperor, and seize back the position of wind 

emperor. 



Who knew that the Shangguan Lingyun he groomed painstakingly actually died at Ye Yuan’s hands. How 

could he not hate? 

“Enough nonsense! Do you think that the nine of them are really as feeble as you imagine? Heh 

heh, bring out your true capabilities and let this brat have a look!” Shangguan Wenrui suddenly grinned 

hideously and said. 

Once those nine half-step Boundless Realm experts received the order, the sanguine power in their 

bodies suddenly erupted. 

Each person was giving off a sinister red light all around their bodies. Those red light actually condensed 

to form a complete entity in the air, forming an enormous ball-shaped barrier, directly enveloping Ye 

Yuan inside! 

Thick sanguine power leaked out, corroding over straight towards Ye Yuan! 

Ye Yuan’s expression could not help changing. He sensed that the circulation of essence energy within 

his body seemed to have become stagnant! 

“Hahaha! Enjoy the Blood Prison Cage well! Do you feel that your essence energy is somewhat not 

listening to your orders? Not only can this Blood Prison Cage resonate with the surrounding essence 

energy and the essence energy within your body, but it can also even boost the nine of their strength 

tremendously! To be able to force them to use this move, you can also be sufficiently proud!” 

Shangguan Wenrui said with a big laugh. 

Ye Yuan’s expression darkened. His figure moved, wanting to break free from this area of red domain. 

Yet, he suddenly discovered that his speed actually could not be mustered up! 

Three figures were actually even faster than his speed, directly sealing off his exits shut! 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan directly engaged in a blow with the three people and was actually struck until his innards were 

in a turmoil! 

These nine people’s strength seemed to have really rose a great deal! 

This Blood Prison Cage was indeed incomparably bizarre! 

Ye Yuan fastidiously sensed it a bit. Indeed, he discovered that his connection with the surrounding 

heaven & earth essence energy became much weaker. 

This also signified that his offensive power would weaken substantially! 

As for movement technique, without the support of essence energy, it would naturally be much weaker 

as well. 

Looks like these nine people were also not absolutely without merit. This move was indeed unbelievably 

daunting. Falling into it was practically a certain death situation. 

“Ye Yuan, this taste of waiting for death, how is it?” Shangguan Wenrui said delightedly. 



Ye Yuan gave him an indifferent glance and said, “You all invaded the Endless World, collected sanguine 

power, to use for raising your own powers! This kind of utterly devoid of conscience actions, heaven 

won’t take you guys in, I, Ye Yuan, will put you away!” 

“Humph! Stubborn fellow! I want to see just what you rely on to take us away! Kill him for me!” 

Shangguan Wenrui said. 

The nine people received the order and attacked Ye Yuan once more. 

But this time, under their teamwork, their power increased greatly, and actually forced Ye Yuan back 

repeatedly! 

If not for Ye Yuan comprehending the Concept of Wind Flow, he would probably be a corpse at this time 

already. 

These nine people were seemingly nine devils who came from hell; filled with sanguine qi. 

Even so, Ye Yuan was also in perilous danger all around and almost got hit many times. 

“Hahaha! Ye Yuan, the taste of this Blood Prison Cage is nice, right? Even if your methods are immensely 

formidable, without strength to unleash them, aren’t you still a good-for-nothing? Yun-er was our 

Shangguan Family’s hope, and you actually dare to kill him! Today, I’ll send you off to be buried with 

Yun-er!” 

Shangguan Wenrui unleashed his martial technique once more without any hesitation outside the Blood 

Prison Cage. 

“Sovereign Extreme Sword Art!” 

Still that martial technique. But this time, the power could not be mentioned in the same breath! 

This was the Sovereign Extreme Sword Art’s ultimate move. Being executed by Shangguan Wenrui’s 

hands, the power was formidable until it made people feel asphyxiated! 
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Chapter 694: Spirit Rank Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm! 

A stream of flowing light tore through the sky, entering right into the Blood Prison Cage! 

The might of this sword, even through the city protecting grand array, Chu Shi they all could clearly 

sense it too! 

The full power attack of a half-step Boundless Realm powerhouse, the might was unimaginable! 

Those people viewing the fight even felt the entire space trembling. 

“Lord Ye Yuan!” When Chu Shi saw Ye Yuan in a hopeless situation, he yelled out at the top of his voice. 

He leaped, wanting to rush into the grand array. 

Yet, right at this time, a change suddenly occurred inside the Blood Prison Cage! 
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An azure streak of light gradually lit up from weak to strong. The red-colored light which originally 

suppressed Ye Yuan to the extreme actually became dim under this streak of azure light! 

“Roar!” 

The sound of a clear dragon roar reverberated throughout the entire Wu Fang City! 

Boom! 

A close-to-materializing azure colossal dragon soared up into the air, directly smashing the nine great 

half-step Boundless Realm experts surrounding Ye Yuan into meat paste! 

But these nine people’s death were simply unable to stop this azure dragon in the slightest. 

Under the watchful eyes of everyone, that azure dragon met directly with that stream of light which tore 

through the sky, then collided fiercely together! 

Boom! 

At this instant, the surrounding space virtually started to distort! 

A massive aftershock spread out like a roaring wave, restraining all of the sounds in this world! 

Those Fierce Gale World martial artists slightly closer were directly obliterated by this powerful 

aftershock without even letting out a tragic cry. 

While the martial artists slightly further away were overturned by waves of air billows and did not have 

the strength to resist at all! 

Crack! Crack! Crack! 

All of a sudden, cracking sounds came from the city protecting grand array. 

The power of these two attacks colliding actually made even the city protecting grand array fragment 

inch by inch! 

Boom! 

The city protecting grand array finally collapsed with a loud bang under the impact of the shockwave! 

The city protecting grand array which had lasted for thousands of years turned into dust just like this. 

Yet, the contest between these two attacks had not ended yet. 

The azure dragon was released by Ye Yuan after. But at this time, it pushed Shangguan Wenrui’s attack 

back! 

Finally, this almost materialized azure dragon thoroughly crushed Shangguan Wenrui’s attack. Then, 

wrapped in a formidable power, it galloped towards Shangguan Wenrui! 

Shangguan Wenrui was long frightened silly by Ye Yuan’s attack already! 

This attack was too powerful! 

Powerful until it made him, his half-step Boundless Realm give birth to fear in his heart! 



Virtually without any hesitation, Shangguan Wenrui turned around and fled! 

However, how could his speed compete against the azure dragon’s? 

This azure dragon was seemingly something with a soul. It actually attacked Shangguan Wenrui with an 

even greater speed. 

Bang! 

Shangguan Wenrui was directly ploughed into by the azure dragon’s colossal head! 

He spat out a mouthful of blood with a cough, his body falling down weakly. 

The nine great half-step Boundless Realms being killed, that terrifying Blood Prison Cage naturally 

collapsed on itself too. 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved, arriving in front of Shangguan Wenrui. 

“Give you a chance. Say my parents’ whereabouts, and I’ll make it painless for you! Don’t harbor any 

hopes of getting lucky in your heart. My methods of torturing people are absolutely much more 

horrifying than you imagine!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Hearing that voice of Ye Yuan’s which seemed to have come from the underworld, Shangguan Wenrui 

could not help shuddering. 

He could discern that thick killing intent in Ye Yuan’s words. 

However, Shangguan Wenrui was aware that he was certain to be killed, so he did not really mind Ye 

Yuan’s killing intent. 

He never could have thought that Ye Yuan could unleash such a peerlessly powerful blow! 

That attack earlier already infinitely approached Boundless Realm! 

Right then just now, Shangguan Wenrui clearly perceived that the Heavenly Dao had a trace of 

undulation and almost rained down heavenly tribulation! 

Shangguan Wenrui even felt that it was not that the might of this palm stopped here, but Ye Yuan 

deliberately suppressing the power and not letting it break through the limits of the Endless World? 

If it was really like this, then Ye Yuan’s strength was simply too terrifying! 

One could say that he was an invincible existence under Boundless Realm! 

How could a Soul Sea Realm martial artist possibly unleash such a horrifying martial technique? 

That move earlier was precisely the Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm released with spirit rank 

dragon wave that Ye Yuan comprehended recently. 

Even before Ye Yuan comprehended it, he also did not expect that the spirit rank Coiling Dragon Heaven 

Devastating Palm would actually be so powerful! 

Indeed, for the dragon race to be able to become the leader racial group among the demon races, they 

were not an ordinary kind of strong! 



Ye Yuan seemed to have extraordinary talent in the comprehension of dragon wave. 

Just before the army moved out this time, after Ye Yuan’s injuries healed, he finally broke through the 

shackles of Heaven Rank, achieving Spirit Rank dragon wave! 

And Ye Yuan had a feeling that this spirit rank dragon wave seemed to be a watershed. 

Between heaven rank and spirit rank was seemingly the division between immortal and mortal; the 

disparity was too great! 

Earlier, Ye Yuan had indeed intentionally suppressed the power of the dragon wave. Otherwise, it would 

likely really draw the heavenly tribulation! 

With Ye Yuan’s present strength, calling down the heavenly tribulation was no different from seeking 

death. 

“H-Haha, what’s the harm in telling you. Your parents have already been sent to the Central Capital! If 

you have the capabilities, go to the Fierce Gale World and rescue them back!” Shangguan Wenrui said 

with his mouth full of blood. 

Ye Yuan’s expression fell, and he thought to himself that it was indeed so! 

“Looks like Zhao Tianyin had long guessed that I wouldn’t die that easily and wanted to use my parents 

to threaten me!” Ye Yuan said solemnly. 

“Zhao Tianyin isn’t as simple as you think! Moreover, with your parents in his hands, you’re not his 

match at all! H-Haha, I know that you’ll definitely go and save your parents. Even if I can’t kill you, Zhao 

Tianyin will also kill you! Ye Yuan, you can’t escape the word, death, in the end!” Shangguan Wenrui 

cursed venomously. 

“Noisy!” 

Ye Yuan slapped a palm over again, ending Shangguan Wenrui’s life. 

This fellow still did not forget to curse him when facing imminent death. Really did not know life from 

death. 

But Ye Yuan had no choice but to admit that the current situation was rather troublesome, and he was 

also very worried about Ye Hang and Ren Hongling’s safety. 

Zhao Tianyin this fellow indeed had the demeanor of a fierce and ambitious person! 

Once he faced his adversary squarely, it was simply taking every conceivable possibility into account! 

Now that Ye Hang and Ren Hongling landed in his hands, Ye Yuan was somewhat hesitant in taking 

action. 

. . . . . . 

In the City Lord Manor, Ye Yuan released all the saved people from inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda and 

removed the restrictions on their bodies one by one. 



With Ye Yuan’s current strength, even if Qi Hai they all knew that the Vast Heaven Pagoda was in his 

hands, he did not need to worry about anything either. 

This bit of restrictions was naturally not worth mentioning to him. 

When Qi Hai and the rest saw Ye Yuan again, the shock in their hearts could be imagined. 

Ye Yuan saved them on top of city walls and faced off with those ten great half-step Boundless Realm 

powerhouses. 

Now that Ye Yuan appeared in the City Lord Manor, that was enough to explain everything! 

Ye Yuan actually relied on his own strength and triumphed over ten great half-step Boundless Realm 

powerhouses? 

This sort of battle result was seriously too astonishing! 

Even by pouring in all of the Endless World’s strength, they were also unable to defeat those ten people. 

But Ye Yuan was merely just at the peak Ninth Level Soul Sea right now, and he actually did it! 

Just how formidable to what degree was the current Ye Yuan?! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 695: True Dragon Heavenly Lord! 

“Ye Yuan, apologies! I didn’t protect your father and mother well!” 

Qi Hai’s words revealed thick self-condemnation in it. 

He was the Endless World’s strongest person and also the Realmlord. He actually did not even detect 

the enemy’s intentions, and the old nest was wiped out all at once. It was indeed an action that was very 

derelict of one’s duties. 

If it were in the past, even if Qi Hai had some self-reproach, he would not say it out like this either. 

But now, Ye Yuan actually already matured into a martial artist much more powerful than him. 

When facing Ye Yuan, Qi Hai’s tiny bit of superiority feeling already vanished without a trace. 

The present Ye Yuan was the Endless World’s strongest person! 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Forget it. Worrying over these now is not very useful either. Zhao 

Tianyin intentionally schemed against those who had no intention of doing so. Wu Fang City being 

breached is also something within expectations.” 

Even Ye Yuan himself also did not think that Zhao Tianyin could actually create nine half-step Boundless 

Realm experts! 

So from the very beginning, the outcome of Wu Fang City falling into the enemy’s hands was destined. 

After everyone sat down, Ye Yuan sat at the seat of honor position. 

There, represented the position of the strongest person! 
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“Now that the Fierce Gale World’s great army had severe losses in the Endless World, they already can’t 

stir up much of a wave anymore. From today onwards, you all start to proceed with counterattacks! But 

the Fierce Gale World’s loss is already fixed, and they have already suffered due punishment. So don’t 

commit too many killings. Those who are willing to surrender, gather them together first. Then group 

them up and send them back to the Fierce Gale World!’ Ye Yuan instructed with the bearing of a 

sovereign. 

“Yes, Lord Ye Yuan!’ Ning Yixian clasped his hands and said. 

Unknowingly, a change also occurred with Ning Yixian’s attitude towards Ye Yuan. Even the term of 

address changed. 

This was the pressure that a true powerhouse gave people! 

In the world of martial artists, it has always been the strong who reigned supreme. 

Your strength is powerful, other people will submit to you wholeheartedly. Your strength is weak, others 

won’t even be inclined to give you a glance. 

Regardless whether it was looking at strength or achievements, Ye Yuan was fully deserving of the word, 

‘Lord.’ 

Before Ye Yuan exited the God Prohibited Demon Region, the Endless World could be said to have 

already been fully occupied by the enemy. 

It was Ye Yuan overturning the raging tides alone, killing off all the strongest Fierce Gale World people in 

the Endless World! 

This kind of strength, even thinking about it made people give rise to awe and reverence in their hearts. 

Ye Yuan was not that sort of authentic aboriginal. He was formerly a high and lofty Alchemy Emperor. 

Towards these people’s changes in mentality, he did not have any discomfort, getting into character 

very naturally. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan knew that along with the increase in his strength, many friends that he could 

originally converse with would also gradually drift apart. 

Loneliness at the peak was this logic. 

Just like Long Tang, Nanfeng aunt and niece they all, they were originally all fellow apprentices at the 

same sect. 

But now, even if Ye Yuan wanted to drop his attitude and get close to them, they would also feel 

unnatural. 

This was the change in status brought by strength. 

Even though Ye Yuan knew that Nanfeng aunt and niece already had their hearts committed to him, the 

disparity between their strength ordained that they were not people of the same world. 

Of course, Ye Yuan was not that sort of people who forget their roots. 



Since they were friends, Ye Yuan would definitely guide them a bit and let them have even more space 

to advance in the future. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and asked, “The places that the Fierce Gale World passed through were 

virtually all massacring the cities. But why was there not much killing when they breached Wu Fang 

City?” 

Ye Yuan had a few simple glances in the city and discovered that Wu Fang City’s preservation was still 

considered pretty intact as if it did not get into a war. This made Ye Yuan very surprised. 

Also, these people in front of him, Ye Yuan originally thought that they were pretty much done for. Who 

knew that they were only controlled. 

That dumb Shangguan Wenrui actually even wanted to use them to threaten him. 

“I’ve heard them talk about this before. They were planning on gathering us, these people, together, 

and choose a time to carry out a collective sacrifice! Originally, it was also going to be carried out these 

few days, but didn’t expect that Ye Yuan, you, actually killed your way back.” Qi Hai answered. 

Ye Yuan was enlightened. Turns out that it wasn’t not taking action, it was just not yet started. 

Wu Fang City here were all the big shots of the Endless World. Each and every one of their strength was 

unfathomable. 

Once they died, using that sort of crude way to collect the sanguine power was truly too much of a 

waste. Therefore, that was why they had the thought of gathering them together to sacrifice. 

It was just that Shangguan Wenrui did not think that Ye Yuan would return domineeringly, directly 

crushing ten mighty half-step Boundless Realms, and freeing Wu Fang City. 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over everyone’s faces and suddenly asked rather worriedly, “Is Brother Zihui . . . 

still around?” 

Hearing ‘Brother Zihui’ this name, the expression on everyone’s faces could not help becoming absent-

minded and did not recall who ‘Brother Zihui’ was for a moment. 

It was still Ren Xingchun who recovered first and hurriedly said, “Xu Zihui should be fine! Soul Sea Realm 

martial artists were imprisoned by them in the dungeons east of the city.” 

Only after hearing Ren Xingchun’s words, was Ye Yuan’s suspended heart put back in its original spot. 

Xu Zihui was Father’s savior. Ye Yuan owed him a huge favor. If he died, he would be very upset. 

Only after hearing Ren Xingchun’s words, did everyone know that this Xu Zihui was merely a Soul Sea 

Realm martial artist. 

But everybody could not help becoming very envious. This Xu Zihui could actually obtain Lord Ye Yuan’s 

good graces. 

Following that, Ye Yuan personally went to the city-east dungeons and released Xu Zihui, and removing 

the restrictions on his body. 



When Xu Zihui knew Ye Yuan’s current status and strength but lowered himself to let him out of the 

dungeons personally, it moved him to the extreme. 

Later, this interlude was leaked out by goodness knows who, passing on with approbation. 

Lord Ye Yuan’s high morality reached the clouds and did not forget old friends. 

This added the halo of a trace of humanity on the Ye Yuan who was later deified. 

After this battle, Ye Yuan gradually became the figure on top of the Endless World’s altar. His fame was 

even greater than the Grand Yan True Sect’s back then. 

While the Grand Yan True Sect sacrificing the entire sect’s strength to protect the Endless World’s peace 

was touching and deserving of a song, Ye Yuan turned the foul and rotten into the rare and ethereal, 

utterly crushing the Fierce Gale World with his own strength. 

Such an achievement could be said to be unprecedented and unrepeatable. 

The martial artists who witnessed Wu Fang City’s great battle gave Ye Yuan a daoist title, named ‘True 

Dragon Heavenly Lord!” 

After Ye Yuan ascended to the Divine Realm, the Endless World’s martial artists spontaneously forged a 

monument of Ye Yuan in Wu Fang City, in order to commemorate ‘True Dragon Heavenly Lord’ Ye Yuan! 

Ever since then, Ye Yuan’s name of ‘True Dragon Heavenly Lord’ was passed down for as long as ten 

thousand years in the Endless World! 

His achievement was engraved in people’s minds for generations to come! 

Of course, these were all the afterword. 

After Ye Yuan rescued Xu Zihui, he gave him a large batch of medicinal pills, enough for him to cultivate 

to peak Divine Traversing Realm. 

Following that, Ye Yuan commanded people to search everywhere for the news of the Tranquil Cloud 

Sect’s disciples. 

At the same time, the Endless World’s counteroffensive also officially raised the curtains. 

But all of this had nothing to do with Ye Yuan already. 

Instructing everything properly, Ye Yuan started closed-seclusion! 

The Endless World’s matters were already settled. But the Fierce Gale World’s matters had not ended 

yet. 

Not eliminating Zhao Tianyin, the Fierce Gale World and Endless World would never know peace! 

Before going to the Fierce Gale World, Ye Yuan must break through to the Divine Traversing Realm! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 696: Divine Soul Condensing 
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On a spacious field a thousand miles outside of Wu Fang City, over ten martial artists were waiting in full 

battle formation. 

Qi Hai, Qin Hongtao, Ning Yixian, and so on. These pinnacle powerhouses of the Endless World were 

currently standing guard for a young man. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes were tightly shut, calming his spirit and focusing his mind, currently making the final 

preparations before breaking through. 

Ye Yuan had a calm expression, facing the breakthrough that was about to arrive very indifferently. 

However, Qi Hai and the rest each had solemn looks on their faces, as if they were the ones 

transcending the tribulation. 

The war had not ended now, Ye Yuan was the Endless World’s greatest hope. There must not be any 

accidents. 

Crack! 

All of a sudden, a bolt out of the blue echoed. The sky that was originally clear without clouds for 

thousands of miles actually started to have dark clouds gathering overhead. 

Seeing this commotion, Qi Hai and co.’s expressions changed. 

“Ye Yuan is only breaking through to the Divine Traversing Realm here. Why would there be such a huge 

tumult?” 

“Even though that heavenly tribulation has yet to form completely, looking at this spectacle, it’s simply 

even stronger than other people transcending the heavenly tribulation of Boundless Realm!” 

“No wonder Ye Yuan possessed such horrifying strength at the Soul Sea Realm. His heavenly tribulation 

when breaking through is too outrageous!” 

The commotion of Ye Yuan transcending tribulation was naturally incomparably outrageous. If not for 

so, how was he able to rely on the heavenly tribulation back then to smite the Third Level Divine 

Traversing Shangguan Yunrong down two minor realms?” 

But in Ye Yuan’s view, the heavenly tribulation this time was still a little weaker compared to the last 

time. 

After all, he was breaking through the Lower Three Realm’s great threshold the last time. The Heavenly 

Dao’s obstruction to him was much greater than this time. 

Such a thing was bound to still happen when breaking through from the Middle Three Realms to the 

Upper Three Realms. 

This point, Ye Yuan had long been mentally prepared. 

This sort of advancement from breaking through the fetters of Heavenly Dao was a one-time wide 

margin leap in life. One was bound to suffer the Heavenly Dao’s merciless lashing. 

And Ye Yuan’s strength was much greater compared to ordinary martial artists. The obstruction he 

received would definitely be much greater than ordinary people. 



Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Frenzied lightning snakes descended in a wild dance, bombarding the place Ye Yuan was at violently. 

Yet, Ye Yuan’s place did not have any bit of essence energy undulation. 

“Hiss . . . Ye Yuan is actually using his physical body to forcefully withstand the heavenly tribulation! No, 

wait! He . . . He’s using the heavenly tribulation to temper his fleshy body?” Qi Hai muttered when he 

saw this scene. 

The way Ye Yuan transcended tribulations, the impact it brought to him was too great. 

He had never thought before that transcending tribulations could actually be done in this fashion. 

The first round of heavenly tribulation, Ye Yuan actually even could not be bothered to use essence 

energy! 

Within those berserk lightning snakes, Ye Yuan was seemingly a small rowboat. But this small rowboat 

was as if nailed to the sea surface; not budging an inch! 

In the blue-violet lightning, a streak of azure light gradually lit up. Layers of azure dragon scale actually 

faintly birthed on Ye Yuan’s skin! 

The lightning tribulation was getting stronger and stronger. But Ye Yuan felt that it had the trend of 

getting increasingly weaker. Bombarding on his body actually had less and less of a feeling. 

“Tsk tsk, the might of the dragon race’s physical body is indeed extraordinary! I wonder to what degree 

this fleshy body of mine can attain if I keep on strengthening it!” In the heavenly tribulation, Ye Yuan 

gasped with admiration. 

Very soon, the first round of heavenly tribulation passed. Ye Yuan was completely unscathed. 

This scene left the guarding Qi Hai and the rest speechless for a long time. They even forgot their 

mission for coming here today for some time. 

Under such a horrifying heavenly tribulation, there were actually people who could be completely 

unscathed! 

Ye Yuan this fellow was truly a freak! 

This was the thought that everyone had right now without prior consultation. 

That day when Ye Yuan slew ten great half-step Boundless Realm powerhouses, they were put away into 

the Vast Heaven Pagoda by Ye Yuan and did not see Ye Yuan take action at all. 

Ye Yuan’s might was only imagined by them. 

But Ye Yuan transcending tribulation today, they finally saw with their own eyes that soul-stirring might 

of Ye Yuan! 

Especially Qi Hai. He was already not far away from transcending tribulation and ascending. Regarding 

the might of heavenly tribulation, he even had a feeling faintly from forces beyond his control. 



He judged himself that under such a heavenly tribulation, even if he was able to transcend it, it was also 

very hard to do it as lightheartedly as Ye Yuan. 

Very soon, the second round, third round, fourth round, each wave of heavenly tribulation was fiercer 

than the last. But Ye Yuan transcended through all of them very easily. 

When it reached the fifth round, dual-colored lightning tribulation arrived as scheduled. 

“5-in-9 heavenly tribulation! Lightning and soul dual tribulations! Hiss . . .” Seeing that scene which awed 

the heart, Qi Hai drew a cold breath. 

Qi Hai once again deeply felt that might of Ye Yuan’s strength! 

The dual-colored lightning tribulation at this time was much more powerful than when Ye Yuan was 

breaking through to the Soul Sea Realm. But Ye Yuan’s growth in this major boundary was even more! 

The dual-colored lightning tribulation which heavily wounded Ye Yuan at that time did not bring him too 

much trouble at this time. He did not even make use of that black bead. 

The heavenly tribulation dissipated. The sky restored clarity again. 

“You guys, look! What’s that!” Somebody suddenly screamed, as if he saw something inconceivable. 

Everyone was still immersed in that horrifying dual-colored lightning tribulation earlier at this time and 

did not pay attention. 

Hearing that person speak, everyone could not help focusing their gazes over, but saw a faint phantom 

spilling out from the top of Ye Yuan’s head! 

That faint phantom looked exactly the same as Ye Yuan! 

“This . . . Divine soul condensing . . . How is this possible? He . . . He only just broke through to the Divine 

Traversing Realm!” Qi Hai screamed. 

“Really didn’t expect that Ye Yuan’s divine soul was actually condensed to such a degree already! Just 

broke through to Divine Traversing Realm and his divine soul can actually condense a form!” Ning Yixian 

was also unbelievably shocked. 

“How is this possible? I’ve never heard before of Divine Traversing Realm martial artists being able to 

condense and form their divine souls! How consolidated must Ye Yuan’s divine soul be?!” Qin Hongtao 

said in amazement. 

“No wonder he was so relaxed when crossing the soul tribulation earlier. Such a consolidated divine 

soul, how could that degree of soul tribulation possibly shake it?” Qi Hai said. 

Everyone looked over, only to see that phantom Ye Yuan was seemingly a newborn child; filled with 

curiosity towards this world, wandering in the air, incomparably free from inhibitions. 

The so-called Divine Traversing Realm was that the martial artist’s divine soul was able to roam the 

world and be even closer to heaven & earth. Only this way, were they able to muster even more 

powerful heaven & earth essence energy. 



But for ordinary Divine Traversing Realm martial artists, the divine soul was an intangible thing. Even if it 

could separate from the physical body and roam in the world, it was also unable to sustain for long. 

But Ye Yuan’s divine soul actually condensed to take form already. This was much more powerful 

compared to ordinary Divine Traversing Realm martial artists! 

What Middle Three Realm martial artists emphasized on cultivating was the divine soul. 

The more consolidated the divine soul was, the stronger the affinity with heaven & earth essence 

energy. 

Even if they were Boundless Realm martial artists, they might not be able to cultivate the divine soul to 

the extent of condensing to take form. 

But Ye Yuan had just entered the Divine Traversing Realm now, and he actually did it already! 

It was also no wonder that when Qi Hai they all saw this scene, it was like seeing a ghost. 

Not that their experiences were few. It was truly that this sort of situation was too rare. They had never 

heard of it before at all. 

Ye Yuan’s divine soul played around in the air for a while. Only when it seemed to be rather tired out, 

did it return to Ye Yuan’s body. 

Only at this time, did Ye Yuan slowly open both eyes. The corners of his mouth could not refrain from 

revealing a trace of a smile. 

The feeling of the divine soul leaving the body, it had already been so long since he experienced it. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 697: Wait for Me to Come and Chop! 

Heavenly Sky Mountain Rage, the place where the Heavenly Sky Sect in the past was, and where the 

Purple Mansion Sect was today. 

The Purple Mansion Sect’s Sect Master, He Mingde, could be said to be riding on the crest of success 

these two years! 

The Purple Mansion Sect endured patiently for generations. At his generation, they were finally able to 

welcome back the powerful Wind Emperor. 

He Mingde was rewarded substantially by the Wind Emperor because he made huge contributions. 

These two to three year’s time, he used the Wind Emperor’s rewards to breakthrough two minor realms 

in a row. He was already a half-step Divine Traversing Realm powerhouse! 

Furthermore, in the medicinal pills rewarded by the wind emperor, there were even medicinal pills to 

help him break through to the Divine Traversing Realm! 

He Mingde never would have dreamed that he was actually able to break through to the Divine 

Traversing Realm in his remaining years! 

Divine Traversing Realm. That was that pinnacle-most group of people in the Endless World. 
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Even when placed in the Northern Domain, it was also sufficient to establish a sect. 

But He Mingde naturally did not have any thoughts regarding the Northern Domain. After Lord 

Shangguan went to the Northern Domain, this Southern Domain’s affairs were up to him to manage. 

“The State of Qin those fellows. How’s the greeting?” He Mingde asked an elder down below. 

That elder said, “Replying Sect Master, the State of Qin’s Imperial Family have all been taken down 

already. The males were sent to the mines to dig for ores, and the women were thrown into the 

Entertainment Academy as slaves, never to recover for life! The Dan Wu Academy was sealed, and the 

instructors with relations to Ye Yuan were all sent to dig ores together with the State of Qin’s Imperial 

Family. Also, that whatever Fragrant Medicine Pavilion, it was removed as well!” 

He Mingde’s face revealed a delighted smile and said with a loud laugh, “Hahaha . . . Pretty well done! 

That brat called Ye Yuan actually made us have such a stumble and even nearly crippled Lin Chao. Truly 

deserves death! Now, this boy naturally has Lord Shangguan to go and deal with. We can’t stick a hand 

inside, but can entertain that group of relatives and friends of his properly!” 

The elder was naturally aware of the fury in He Mingde’s heart. The Purple Mansion Sect endured 

patiently for thousands of years. Erupting in one day, they originally thought that they could unify the 

Southern Domain. 

Who knew that at this time, this brat called Ye Yuan would actually pop out, and make the Purple 

Mansion Sect have a huge stumble, and also disrupted the Wind Emperor’s original set up. 

At that time, He Mingde was fearful and trembling in his heart. Every day, he could not even sleep well, 

afraid that the wind emperor would kill him in a rage. 

But who knew that not only did the wind emperor not kill him, he even let him be in charge of all 

matters concerning the Southern Domain perfectly fine. 

However, even though the matter had passed, the fury in He Mingde’s heart did not pass. 

Some time ago, He Mingde finally straightened out all the things in the Southern Domain. Right away, he 

pointed the spearhead at the State of Qin whose relations were not shallow with Ye Yuan. 

“Looks like you’re laughing very happily!” He Mingde was currently chuckling to himself when a voice 

suddenly sounded out in the great hall. 

He Mingde’s expression changed, and he said in a cold voice, “Who? Pretending to be mysterious! If you 

have the capabilities, reveal your true face!” 

He Mingde was currently incomparably shocked in his heart. There was actually someone who could 

enter the Purple Mansion Sect’s main hall noiselessly, and not a single person in the entire sect 

discovered it, including him! 

When was there such a powerful existence in the Southern Domain? 

A youth clothed in white walked into the great hall neither hurriedly nor slowly. When He Mingde saw 

him, his knees went weak in fright, and he nearly toppled down from his chair. 



This youth was none other than precisely the Ye Yuan who came from the Northern Domain! 

Leaving the Southern Domain for such a long time, Ye Yuan still could not quite put his mind at ease 

regarding the State of Qin. 

Although his parents had already left the State of Qin for a long time, Ye Yuan still had quite a number of 

people worthy of care remaining in the State of Qin. 

Such as Manager Feng San, such as Huyan Yong, Jiang Yunhe, and so on. 

Him returning to the Southern Domain this time was to enter the Fierce Gale World through the Grand 

Yan True Sect’s ruins and conveniently dropped in on the State of Qin. Who knew that the State of Qin 

was actually taken out altogether. 

Manager Feng San died horribly, the Fragrant Medicine Pavilion was thoroughly dissolved. Huyan Yong, 

Jiang Yunhe, and the Nanfeng Family were all sent to dig in the mines. 

He Mingde’s actions thoroughly infuriated Ye Yuan. 

He Mingde could cover the skies with one hand in the Southern Domain now. Doing this sort of thing 

naturally would not have any misgivings. Ye Yuan just inquired a little and knew that it was the Purple 

Mansion Sect playing tricks at the back. 

Ye Yuan sent White Light to rescue Huyan Yong and the rest, while simultaneously dropping in to visit 

over here. 

Actually, Ye Yuan only came a step late. When he rushed to the Purple Mansion Sect, the elder handling 

the affairs had also just happened to return to the sect. Hence, there was that scene just now. 

What made He Mingde astounded was that just two to three years of not seeing, Ye Yuan was actually a 

Divine Traversing Realm powerhouse already! 

He Mingde knew that Ye Yuan’s talent was heaven-defying, but also did not think that it was actually 

heaven-defying to this kind of degree! 

Seeing Ye Yuan, He Mingde knelt down with a thud and begged for mercy, “Y-Ye Yuan, I . . . I . . . All of 

this is all the wind emperor’s orders! I’m only carrying out the orders! I beg you, don’t kill me!” 

Ye Yuan looked at He Mingde and suddenly grinned and said, “Is that so? I’m going to meet Zhao Tianyin 

very soon. Why not . . . I bring you to confront him face-to-face?” 

Ye Yuan did not tolerate his explanation at all. Pointing lightly with his finger, violent essence energy 

directly shackled He Mingde up. 

While that elder was blasted into residue immediately. 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved and arrived in front of He Mingde. Extending his hand and smacking on his head, 

with a lug, he directly pulled out his divine soul, throwing it into a small bottle prepared in advance. 

“Fiery, attend to this fellow well!” 



Finishing all of this, Ye Yuan gave an order to Fiery. A wisp of essence fire also silently entered inside the 

small bottle. 

Ye Yuan casually sealed the small bottle shut, but heard clamoring sounds coming from inside. 

This kind of divine soul refining method was exceedingly cruel. He Mingde’s divine soul could even 

survive for as long as a hundred years inside this small bottle. He would have to suffer the agony of 

essence fire burning the body at all times. In the end, he would be refined finished, never to reincarnate 

forever. 

Ye Yuan never tend to be like this towards enemies. But this He Mingde touched his bottom-line! 

Feng San’s death made him give rise to thick killing intent towards He Mingde. 

Furthermore, the Endless World suffering this kind of apocalyptic calamity, the chief culprit was He 

Mingde! 

Even though he was just a minor character, this minor character changed the moving direction of the 

two small worlds! 

Towards the entire Purple Mansion Sect, Ye Yuan obviously would not be softhearted as well, directly 

choosing to eradicate the sect, slaughtering the Purple Mansion Sect from top to bottom cleanly. 

But what surprised Ye Yuan was that he actually did not find Lin Chao’s figure in the Purple Mansion 

Sect. It also counted as having let him escape a calamity. 

Ye Yuan did not have much time to waste on this as well. The pressing issue was that he still had to 

hurry to the Fierce Gale World. Therefore, he did not stop over for long too. 

. . . . . . 

Several days later, Ye Yuan’s figure appeared at the ruins of the Grand Yan True Sect. 

Time passed, and circumstances had changed. Ye Yuan also sighed incessantly in his heart coming to this 

place again. 

At that time, the Eight Great Sects came to explore the mystic realm. Who knew that it actually triggered 

such a tragic war between two worlds. Those martial artists who came to explore the mystic realm at 

that time, only Ye Yuan was left now. 

Even those Tranquil Cloud Sect’s fellow apprentices still did not have any news now as well. 

The present ruins were long teeming with Fierce Gale World martial artists already. Ye Yuan obviously 

would not be polite, killing all the way into the realm passageway’s area. 

The one guarding the realm passageway was a Divine Traversing Realm expert. However, he was not an 

enemy capable of exchanging a single blow with Ye Yuan at all. 

“Scram back and tell Zhao Tianyin to ask him to wash his neck clean and wait for me to come and chop!” 

Ye Yuan did not kill that Divine Traversing Realm martial artist but said to him 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 698: Zhao Tianyin, You Deserve Death! 

“Zhao Tianyin, come out for me!” 

In the sky above the Central Capital, a figure stood in the air! 

Ye Yuan’s voice was like rolling thunder, instantly spreading throughout the entire Central Capital. 

Ye Yuan passed right through the city protecting grand array and entered inside the capital. 

This time, he did not have the need to be sneaky like last time. He had the strength to confront Zhao 

Tianyin now! 

This howl of Ye Yuan’s immediately drew everyone’s attention. 

“This . . . Who is this person? To actually dare address His Majesty’s name directly without honorifics. 

Does he want to die?” 

“You idiot! This boy is clearly coming with ill-intentions! If he isn’t a fool, then he has genuine ability. Do 

you think he wants to die or not?” 

“You’re the idiot! Who can be His Majesty’s match in this world? He’s a Boundless Realm powerhouse! 

Even though this boy’s strength is pretty good, he’s at the very most also just a First Level Divine 

Traversing Realm only!” 

“. . . . . .” 

The person actually had no words to retort! 

In these Fierce Gale World martial artists’ view, Ye Yuan was purely here to seek death. 

Because at this time, it was simply impossible for anyone to be the Wind Emperor, His Majesty’s match! 

In their hearts, His Majesty was an invincible existence! 

Except . . . . Ye Yuan came here today in order to devastate that invincible king in their hearts! 

On Qixia Mountain, Star Abyss was currently giving a sermon to his disciples. Hearing this voice, his 

expression could not help changing. 

“Who has such nerve? To actually dare provoke His Majesty! Uh . . . This voice is so familiar!” 

“It’s Little Junior Brother’s voice! Master, it’s Little Junior Brother returning!” Shi Haoran recognized this 

voice very quickly, half-exclaiming and half-overjoyed. 

Star Abyss recognized Ye Yuan’s voice right away. His face revealed a complicated look at this time as he 

said with a sigh, “Ye Yuan coming back, how can he still be your Little Junior Brother? Most likely, even 

Master also have no choice but to address him ‘Your Excellency’ already!” 

Shi Haoran’s expression changed, and he said, “What do Master’s words mean?” 

Star Abyss waved his hand and said, “Don’t ask anymore. Follow Master out to take a look, and you’ll 

know!” 
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Finished talking, Star Abyss got up and headed out of the door. 

The group of disciples were all surprised and bewildered and followed him out of the door too. 

At the same time, countless family clans in the city were alarmed, all leaving their homes to watch one 

after another. 

But what made their jaws hit the ground was that the youth who appeared slightly skinny in the air was 

only a Divine Traversing Realm martial artist. 

This kind of strength was still considered pretty good when placed outside the Central Capital. But even 

if the elites in the Central Capital were all brought out, he could not be ranked in too. 

This kind of strength, how could he dare to challenge Lord Wind Emperor? 

Two years ago, Ye Yuan overpowered everyone in the Central Capital. But at that time, Ye Yuan’s 

strength was still weak after all. 

In these two years, regardless of whether in terms of disposition or strength, Ye Yuan was worlds apart 

from at that time. There were naturally very few people who could remember that this youth before 

their eyes was the Ye Yuan who wreaked havoc in the capital on that day. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s commotion today was much, much greater compared to that time when he 

came back then. 

On that day, it was only in the plaza. But this time, Ye Yuan’s roar startled all the experts in the Central 

Capital! 

The current Ye Yuan shut his eyes, hands folded across his chest, quietly waiting for Zhao Tianyin’s 

response. 

However, Zhao Tianyin’s status in the Fierce Gale World was still paramount. 

Ye Yuan roaring so impudently like this naturally incurred the displeasure of many experts. 

Very soon, there were those who did not fear death rushing forward. 

“Where did this boy who doesn’t know life from death come from? To actually dare address Lord Wind 

Emperor’s name directly without honorifics! Courting death!” 

This was a Third Level Divine Traversing powerhouse, going over to ‘greet’ Ye Yuan without allowing any 

explanations. 

Ye Yuan did not move, but a faint phantom separated from his body and came out. 

That faint phantom just lightly tapped a finger out and that Third Level Divine Traversing powerhouse 

dropped down straight from the sky just like this. 

Seeing this scene, everyone drew a cold breath. 

“That . . . That is divine soul condensing and taking form! This . . . How is this possible?” 



Shi Haoran they all had just come out from Qixia Mountain when he saw this scene, shocking Shi Haoran 

until he was stammering when speaking. 

Star Abyss’s gaze sharpened too. He did not think that two years of not seeing, Ye Yuan was actually 

formidable to such an extent already! 

First Level Divine Traversing dealing with Third Level Divine Traversing, and the former actually did not 

even unleash a move, only using the condensed divine soul to directly one-shot the latter! 

Furthermore . . . the divine soul condensing and taking form at the First Level Divine Traversing, what 

kind of concept was this? 

Even if Star Abyss was aware of Ye Yuan’s former Alchemy Emperor identity, seeing this scene, he was 

unbelievably shocked too. 

But speaking of which, if Ye Yuan did not have sufficient strength, it was also impossible to wantonly 

challenge Zhao Tianyin publicly like this. 

Boundless Realm. These two words were not said for fun! 

“Now, you all know what my words earlier meant, right?” Star Abyss said with an emotional sigh. 

Shi Haoran and the group of apprentices exchanged glances, each seeing the astonishment in the other 

party’s eyes. 

Two years of not seeing, Ye Yuan was no longer that Little Junior Brother who needed their protection! 

That youth who used to seek protection under Master’s feathers already truly grew up to become a 

peerless powerhouse! 

Right then, Ye Yuan slowly opened his eyes and said indifferently, “I came here today for a personal 

grudge with Zhao Tianyin. If there are those who don’t fear death, feel free to come up. I’ll just treat it 

as a warm-up.” 

The voice was not loud, but it transmitted into everybody’s ears clearly. 

These words were very arrogant! 

Very, freaking, arrogant! 

But this youth in front of them absolutely had the capital to be arrogant! 

Relying solely on the divine soul to one-shot a Third Level Divine Traversing powerhouse. Very clearly, 

this fellow was really here for the Wind Emperor, Zhao Tianyin! 

A single sentence awed everyone! 

The Divine Traversing Realm experts who were originally raring to have a go, all sensibly pressed down 

the desire to provoke. 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, he could not help shutting his eyes once more. 



Him attacking like thunderbolt was in order to stun everyone. Otherwise, some flies coming up 

repeatedly was also quite irritating. 

As for Star Abyss’s lineage, Ye Yuan naturally discovered long ago. But at present, it was clearly not a 

good time to identify each other. So he could only treat it as if he did not see. 

With the passing of time, quite a number of people below could not refrain from commenting. 

“Why hasn’t Lord Wind Emperor appeared yet? Could it be that . . . he’s really afraid?” 

“Shhh . . . Keep it down, are you courting death?! Lord Wind Emperor is a Boundless Realm powerhouse. 

How can he possibly be afraid of this brat? Him not coming out definitely has his reason! Even though 

this boy’s abilities are considerable, it’s not possible to be Lord Wind Emperor’s match either!” 

“En, what you said makes sense. Lord Wind Emperor is a Boundless Realm powerhouse after all. How 

can he possibly fear a First Level Divine Traversing brat?” 

Everyone was currently discussing animatedly when a disturbance suddenly arose in the distance. 

Clatter . . . Clatter . . . 

A middle-aged man in fine clothing slowly walked out from the crowd. But in his hands, he was pulling a 

very thick iron chain. 

The other end of the iron chain was connected to a cage forged from profound iron. 

There was a male and female pair in the cage. The two people were thin and pallid, their faces without 

color. 

The Ye Yuan in the air suddenly snapped open his eyes. Starting hard at those two figures in the metal 

cage, he gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “Zhao Tianyin, you . . . deserve . . . death!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 699: Hatred Billowing to the Sky! 

Ye Yuan right now had blood-red eyes with his killing intent billowing to the sky! 

The male and female in the cage were none other than precisely Ye Hang and Ren Hongling husband and 

wife! 

Ever since reincarnating, Ye Yuan had never wanted to kill a person this intense before. 

Today, was the first time! 

Apart from Ji Canglan, Ye Yuan truly became enraged for the first time today! 

At this time, Zhao Tianyin carried the Profound Iron Cage and soared into the air. The iron cage in excess 

of a thousand pounds was like nothing in his hands. 

And him moving, Ye Hang and Ren Hongling immediately tumbled around inside. Their heads bumped 

directly onto the iron cage, giving off banging sounds. 
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Zhao Tianyin looked at Ye Yuan and said with a faint smile, “Are you furious? But I advise that you better 

not lose your temper. This metal cage was forged from Profound Iron. Its strength is comparable to a 

profound artifact’s! On it is already stuck full of Tier 5 Pyroblast Talismans. As long as I activate it, they 

will immediately be blown to dust!” 

Ye Yuan was just thinking of making a move but was forcefully stopped by Zhao Tianyin’s words. 

“Zhao Tianyin! If they have any mishap, I dare to assure you that you won’t even get to be buried with 

them even if you want to!” Ye Yuan’s words seemed to be carrying ice. It could be seen that he was 

already furious to the extreme at present. 

“Huhu, you’re confident! Even if I don’t have them as hostages in my hands, just the likes of you, and 

you want to find me for revenge? Still a little young in the end. You simply can’t imagine the disparity 

between Boundless Realm and Divine Traversing Realm!” Zhao Tianyin thought nothing of Ye Yuan at all. 

In his eyes, Ye Yuan was just a brat overestimating his own ability. 

The further to the back the path of Martial Dao, the harder it was to leap realms and battle. Because the 

distance between each minor boundary also got increasingly greater. 

Perhaps Ye Yuan indeed had the ability to cross boundaries and battle. But it was absolutely impossible 

to cross a major boundary and defeat the Boundless Realm him. 

However, to the inherently cautious Zhao Tianyin, he would rather have a card grasped in his hands. 

After all, the current Ye Yuan had already matured to the degree that did not allow him to ignore. 

Lions would go all out to hunt a rabbit. Zhao Tianyin would not make light of this boy who rose up 

heaven-defyingly. 

One had to know that many things that he arranged single-handedly were all wrecked at this boy’s 

hands. 

Looking at the present situation, most likely over at the Endless World, it was also more ominous than 

propitious already. 

Shangguan Wenrui had brought ten half-step Boundless Realms over. If they had exchanged blows with 

Ye Yuan before, then Ye Yuan’s current strength really could not be underestimated. 

Of course, Zhao Tianyin was simply unable to imagine that Ye Yuan was all too clear on the gap between 

Boundless Realm and Divine Traversing Realm! 

If he did not have 100% certainty, how could he possibly come to the Central Capital alone? 

Ye Yuan clenched his fists tightly, giving off cracking sounds. His nails were already embedded in the 

flesh, piercing his palm open. 

Fresh blood flowed down along the palm, but he was seemingly oblivious! 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan sucked in a deep breath and slowly shut his eyes. 

Soundlessly, Ye Yuan entered Heart Like Monolith Heart Realm. 



When Ye Yuan opened both eyes once more, that scarlet red color already disappeared. But the cold 

intent in his gaze still did not fade away. 

“Speak then. What conditions do you want before you’re willing to release them?!” Ye Yuan said in a 

cold voice. 

Taking Ye Yuan’s transformation entirely into his sights, Zhao Tianyin was also very amazed in his heart. 

This boy indeed could not be underestimated, to actually recover his cool so quickly! 

If it were others, they would probably have rushed forward without heed for anything already. 

Martial artists in the midst of rage were scary. But martial artists that lost proper restraint, no matter 

how furious, could only be played with on the palms of others. 

The reason why Zhao Tianyin did this was in order to infuriate Ye Yuan. 

Earlier, he did it. But now . . . he failed. 

From the look in Ye Yuan’s eyes, Zhao Tianyin judged that he absolutely would not commit that kind of 

low-level mistake. 

However . . . so what then? 

As long as Ye Hang husband and wife were in his hands, Ye Yuan would have to be cautious in taking 

action. 

“Huhu, recovered your cool so quickly. Rather somewhat exceeded my expectations. Looks like you’re 

really quite different from those who think themselves to be geniuses!” Zhao Tianyin said with a laugh. 

Ye Yuan said coldly, “Enough crap. State your terms!” 

Zhao Tianyin shook his head and could not help laughing as he said, “Relax a little. The terms can be 

discussed! If you cripple your cultivation, I’ll release them!” 

The moment these words came out, a wave of hubbub involuntarily came from below. 

In the Fierce Gale World, Zhao Tianyin was a paramount existence. He normally very rarely appeared in 

the eyes of the public. 

But his actions today made quite a number of people all feel somewhat subverted. 

Although in the martial artist world, the victor was king, using this kind of method to deal with a youth 

who was a major boundary lower than him was truly a little too shameless. 

When Shi Haoran heard these words, he could not resist cursing, “Utterly contemptible! Zhao Tianyin is 

truly too shameless! To actually even utter this sort of words!” 

“Yesh! If Little Junior Brother crippled his own cultivation, wouldn’t he be a fish on the chopping board, 

free to be sliced up at will?” Second Senior Apprentice Brother Tang Zhi said furiously. 

Ye Yuan laughed coldly when he heard that and said, “Are you insulting my intelligence? Such an absurd 

condition, do you think that I’d agree? Get to work then. But you’ll have to be prepared to receive my 

wrath!” 



Actually, now that it came to this, Zhao Tianyin really became somewhat fearful of Ye Yuan. 

Because Ye Yuan was too calm! 

How could such a calm person do something without any assurance at all? 

Ye Yuan daring to barge into the Central Capital alone indicated that he at least thought that he had the 

strength to have a showdown with him! 

Adding in some conjectures from before, perhaps Ye Yuan really had the strength to threaten Boundless 

Realms. 

Zhao Tianyin obviously knew that Ye Yuan would not agree to this kind of terms. He was only testing the 

waters just now. The result was that Ye Yuan was still terrifyingly calm! 

“Alright then. Since you’re not willing to cripple your cultivation. Then . . . beating yourself to severe 

injuries . . . this condition shouldn’t be hard, right?” Zhao Tianyin said. 

Ye Yuan did not answer right away but fell silent. He was thinking of countermeasures. 

But with Zhao Tianyin’s cunningness, how could he give him this opportunity? 

He shook the metal chain in his hand immediately. That metal cage being shaken like this swayed 

tremendously in the air. 

Ye Hang husband and wife were knocked around everywhere by the swaying. Very soon, their foreheads 

had blackish-red bloodstains bumped out. 

Even though they, husband and wife couple, were martial artists and their bodies were very powerful, 

the hardness of this metal cage was comparable to profound artifacts. How could they withstand it? 

Seeing this scene, Ye Yuan gritted his teeth and said, “Hold it! I . . . accede to you!” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan raised his hand. A palm smacked onto his chest without holding back at all! 

Puhwark! 

Ye Yuan’s blow did not show leniency. A mouthful of blood sprayed out immediately. 

Zhao Tianyin was cunning like a fox. He could not fool him at all. 

Being knocked like this, Ye Hang actually slowly woke up. 

His eyes looked around for a while rather vacantly and just happened to see the scene where Ye Yuan 

beat himself to severe injuries, gluing his eyes onto Ye Yuan’s body. 

Ye Hang’s tears flowed out from his eyes. Using all the strength in his body, he shouted to Ye Yuan, 

“Yuan-er! Quickly leave! Don’t bother about us! With a son like you, your mother and I are incomparably 

proud!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 700: The Words 'Filial Piety'! 

Ye Yuan receiving a palm of his own, his innards were like rivers and seas being overturned. 
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Hearing Ye Hang’s yell, Ye Yuan forced a smile and said, “Rest assured, Father. Your child will definitely 

bring you guys back safely!” 

“Haha! You can’t even fend for yourself anymore, and you’re still talking big here! I want to see just how 

you bring them out today!” Zhao Tianyin chortled with laughter delightedly. 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned cold, and he said icily, “I already did it in accordance with what you said. 

Could it be that you’re going to go back on your words?” 

But Zhao Tianyin shook his head and said with a laugh, “Do you take me for a fool? Even though that 

palm wasn’t light, it was still within the scope that you can endure. This bit of injury doesn’t have much 

impact on you.” 

Ye Yuan’s current physical body was incomparably powerful. This palm looked very powerful, but Ye 

Yuan’s injuries were indeed still within a controllable limit. 

But that palm earlier was absolutely not light. He did not think that Zhao Tianyin this fellow was actually 

still unsatisfied! 

“Then what do you want before you’re happy?!” Ye Yuan said coldly. 

“Hit until I’m happy!” Zhao Tianyin said coolly. 

“Yuan-er, don’t listen to him! If you beat yourself to severe injuries, wouldn’t you be at his mercy?” Ye 

Hang said with a quivering voice. 

Ye Yuan gave Zhao Tianyin a glance icily and took a look at his father in the cage again. Clenching his 

teeth, another palm smacked onto his own chest. 

This palm was even heavier compared to that palm earlier. Ye Yuan spewed out a mouthful of blood 

again. 

But Zhao Tianyin shook his head and said, “Still not enough!” 

Ye Yuan did not say a word, smashing another palm onto his chest. 

This palm, he sent himself flying out directly! 

Ye Yuan forcefully propped himself to stand up, but could not even stand steadily anymore. 

When Ye Hang saw his son being injured until like this for him, veins popped out all over his body. 

He shouted to Ye Yuan at the top of his voice, “Yuan-er, don’t hit anymore! Father has let you down. You 

must kill this fiend!” 

Finished talking, Ye Hang raised his hand and was about to smack towards the top of his skull! 

Seeing this scene, a hint of a cruel smile flashed across the corners of Zhao Tianyin’s mouth. 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan suddenly howled, “If you dare to commit suicide, your child will die right here 

for you to see!” 



That palm of Ye Hang’s already reached in front of his head. But hearing this sentence, it was forcefully 

stopped! 

Seeing Ye Hang stop, Ye Yuan yelled out, “Father, don’t you trust your child?” 

Ye Hang’s tears poured out like tidewater. He was incredibly remorseful towards Ye Yuan in his heart as 

he wept and said, “Yuan-er, Father trusts you!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Father with a firm gaze, nodded his head, and said, “Father just watch! If I don’t kill 

this beast today, your child is lesser than human!” 

“Hahaha! What a touching scene! However . . . you’re already like this now. What do you have to come 

and kill me? Looks like your wounds are still not severe enough. Continue hitting! Hit until you can’t 

speak!” Zhao Tianyin laughed loudly and said. 

Ye Yuan glared at Zhao Tianyin viciously. Lifting his hand, it was another palm! 

One palm followed another. Even if Ye Yuan’s fleshy body was powerful, it also sustained extremely 

severe injuries at this time! 

His clothes were already soaked by his own fresh blood, looking gruesomely terrible. 

“Little Junior Brother, don’t hit anymore! If you carry on hitting, you’ll die!” Shi Haoran seriously could 

not carry on watching, and could not refrain from coming forward and yelled loudly to Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan turned his head around and gave Shi Haoran a grateful smile. But that smile somewhat had the 

taste of a hero in his sunset years. 

Ye Yuan’s miserable condition also made the countenance of those Fierce Gale World martial artists 

below changed. 

Even if they were the hostile side, they also gave rise to sympathy for Ye Yuan at this time. 

Ye Yuan’s filial piety moved every single one present. 

Regardless of which world they were born in, the meaning of the words ‘filial piety’ were all the same. 

Ye Yuan clearly knew that this was extremely detrimental to him, but he did this to himself without 

hesitation. 

Martial artists cultivating the Dao were extremely self-centered, which was also relatively selfish. Ye 

Yuan doing this to this sort of degree for his parents, how many people among them were able to do it? 

How could Ye Yuan’s filial piety not visibly move them? 

Zhao Tianyin’s methods were overly beneath contempt. Making use of Ye Yuan’s filial piety and doing 

this kind of actions, but did not dare to confront head-on. 

Was this person really their king? 

For countless years, the people of the Fierce Gale World had doubts towards their own faith for the first 

time. 



However, no matter how miserably Ye Yuan hit himself, he would always crawl to his feet stubbornly. 

This time, he dragged his weary body and asked Zhao Tianyin, “S-Satisfied?” 

Zhao Tianyin lifted his head to the sky and laughed as he said, “Hahaha . . . haha . . . Ye Yuan, I admit 

that you’re an upstanding man! However, the path of Martial Dao is destined to be lonely. A person like 

you is doomed to not live long! Hahaha . . . on account of you having such sincerity, I’ll return them to 

you!” 

Zhao Tianyin shook the iron chain in his hand. That metal cage flew straight in Ye Yuan’s direction! 

Ye Yuan resisted the intense pain all over his body, gritting his teeth as he reached his hand out to 

receive that metal cage. 

Right then, a hint of a hideous grin flashed across the corners of Zhao Tianyin’s mouth. Muttering 

incantations from his mouth, he cried out, “Detonate!” 

This sound reverberated throughout the sky, stunning everybody! 

Those martial artists had never thought before that a person could be shameless to such a degree! 

While at this time, Ye Yuan’s arms had just touched that Profound Iron Cage. He grabbed hold of Ye 

Hang and Ren Hongling’s arms. Boundless essence energy gushed forth, instantly enveloping the two of 

them tightly! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Over a hundred Tier 5 Pyroblast Talismans exploded at the same time. The power was unimaginable! 

With Ye Hang husband and wife’s strength, if they got caught even just by a bit of the explosion, they 

would also be blown to dust! 

Ye Yuan maneuvered out all of his essence energy to protect his parents, while he himself used his 

physical body to forcefully withstand these hundreds of Pyroblast Talismans’ explosion! 

Ye Yuan was directly blasted flying out ten thousand feet away. 

However, his hands grabbed hold of the metal cage tightly, his entire person being blown flying out 

together along with the metal cage. 

The instant he landed, Ye Yuan’s mind stirred, putting the metal cage away into the Vast Heaven 

Pagoda, while he himself fell heavily onto the ground. 

This time, Ye Yuan did not crawl to his feet again! 

“Hahaha! Foolish boy! In this world, is there anything more important than your own life? For others, 

you’d actually rather go die yourself. Couldn’t be more foolish! But precisely because of your foolishness 

that it also saved me the trouble! Now . . . I’ll send you on your way!” Zhao Tianyin flew to not far away 

from Ye Yuan and roared with laughter. 

His palm raised up and was just about to smack towards Ye Yuan’s body when Star Abyss finally could 

not hold back from making a move! 



“Zhao Tianyin! You’re simply shameless to the max! Don’t think about touching Ye Yuan!” 

Zhao Tianyin gave him a glance coldly and casually swung a palm out, sending Star Abyss flying out 

immediately! 

“Humph! A puny little Alchemy Sovereign being insolent in front of this Monarch time and again. Do you 

really take it as I don’t dare to do anything to you? Our Fierce Gale World, this sort of remote land, 

presumably even if I kill you, the Alchemist Association wouldn’t look into it either!” Towards Star Abyss, 

Zhao Tianyin finally could not tolerate him any longer. 

“Master!” Shi Haoran they all caught Star Abyss. 

Just one blow made Star Abyss suffer heavy injuries! 

But Zhao Tianyin placed the target on Ye Yuan again very quickly, saying with a hideous grin, “Weren’t 

you very cocky just now? Didn’t you say that you were going to kill me? Now, I want to see just who is 

killing who!” 

Zhao Tianyin waved a hand and condensed out a sword of essence energy, stabbing towards Ye Yuan! 


